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Designed for Flexiblity, Adoption, and Compliance
The Vera™ platform enables businesses of all sizes to protect any kind of data, and then track, audit and manage the policies 

securing files in real-time, no matter how far they travel. Our belief is that it is possible to secure confidential data no matter what 

device, person, cloud or application it travels to, even if it falls into the wrong hands. We make it effortless to securely collaborate 

with anyone, no matter which tools they choose to use - email, Box, Dropbox, or file shares.

Protect Any Thing, Anywhere
Your company needs a security solution without artificial limitations - security that can adapt to any kind of data, in any 

environment, and across multiple platforms. One of Vera’s unique advantages is that our platform is 100% agnostic to platform, 

content, and storage. And Vera does not store customer data, meaning teams are free to use the tools they trust best, on Windows, 

Mac, or mobile. This approach allows Vera to easily support application updates and patches seamlessly, with no disruption to IT 

or end users. There are also no dedicated viewers, plugins, or additional software required to view documents protected by Vera. 

Managed devices are provided with a small, non-invasive client that makes the encryption and decryption of data invisible to the 

end user. Individual users without the client have immediate, secure access to files through a standard web browser. 

Powerful Data Protection, Anywhere
Why Vera?

Finally, Vera is built with modern web and application standards in mind. Vera applications and any data secured by Vera is not 

dependent on outdated proprietary technology, like Flash. When a Vera customer secures a document, that data will be accessible 

to any verified user on any device, no matter what. Vera will work with your content well into the future.

Encrypt, view, and share 

files from any device, 

desktop or mobile

Consistent experience  

on Windows, Mac, iOS,  

and Android

Invisible client, with no 

browser or plugin support 

required

Zero friction, works with any 

storage, any service, and 

built on modern technology
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About Fortra
Fortra is a cybersecurity company like no other. We're creating a simpler, stronger future for our 

customers. Our trusted experts and portfolio of integrated, scalable solutions bring balance and 
control to organizations around the world. We’re the positive changemakers and your relentless ally 

to provide peace of mind through every step of your cybersecurity journey. Learn more at fortra.com.
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So Simple, Everyone Will (Gladly) Use It 

The fundamental flaw in most security software is usability.  

Too often, these solutions force people to completely change 

their behavior to use the tools. They create alternative paths to 

simple tasks, like sending an email attachment or collaborating 

with an outside partner. Even security practitioners and IT pros 

are put at a disadvantage. Complex configurations encourage 

users to simply stop using the software and choose less  

secure options.

At Vera, we believe it shouldn’t take five minutes to explain 

how to send a secure email. Securing data with Vera is as easy 

as attaching a file to an email. Users can quickly define granular 

permissions without walking through a 10-step form, and 

admins can build rules that automatically secure every file  

when it’s shared.

And, this experience should be just as simple for a recipient. 

If receiving secured information is frustrating or unintuitive, 

collaboration grinds to a halt, and security tis often 

compromised in the name of getting work done. With Vera,  

your partners and customers can receive, view, and collaborate 

on files as easily as you can

Fast and flexible. Security that works within 

each user’s workflow

No limitations. Use any tool, any storage,  

any data, without impacting productivity

Smart defaults. Put rules in place to secure any

Just use it. Get started in 30s or less with 

email, files and protection

Innovative Security that Adapts
Vera can adapt and improve its platform faster than more 

traditional, restricted providers.

Built on a scalable, easy-to-integrate platform, Vera attaches 

encryption, security and policy directly to the data itself,  

giving security practitioners and IT teams the power to control 

it, no matter where it goes. Our goal is to make it possible for 

everyone to create, collaborate and communicate freely,  

without fear.
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